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Actors Anonymous
By James Franco

Faber & Faber. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Actors Anonymous, James Franco, Inspired by Alcoholics
Anonymous' 12 Steps and 12 Traditions, Actors Anonymous is a
dark, genre-bending work that mixes memoir and pure
invention in an audacious examination of celebrity, acting and
the making of fiction. Actors Anonymous is unsettling, funny
and personal - a series of stories told in many forms: a
McDonald's drive-thru operator who spends his shift trying on
accents; an ex-child star recalling a massive beachside
bacchanal; hospital volunteers putting a camera in the hands
of a patient obsessed with horror films; a vampire-flick starlet
who discovers a cryptic book written by a famous actor, who
may have killed his father and gone on the run. The book
contains profound insights into the nature and purpose of
acting. Franco mercilessly turns his 'James Franco' persona
inside out while, at the same time, providing a fascinating
meditation on his art, along with nightmarish tales of excess.
'Hollywood has always been a private club,' he writes. 'I open
the gates. I say welcome. I say, Look inside.' Franco's writing is
vivid and disturbing, but what distinguishes his work is the
great compassion he extends towards his characters,...
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Reviews
It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler
This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin
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